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Environmental problems

1 Match the beginnings (1-7) of the words/phrases to their endings (A-G). 

 1. nuclear  A. contamination 

 2. climate  B. waste  

 3. air  C. depletion 

 4. resource D. pollution 

 5. soil  E. change 

 6. water  F. ation 

 7. deforest  G. pollution 

  

 1.__  2.__  3.__  4.__  5.__  6.__  7.__ 

 

 

2 How can we solve the environmental problems? Choose the right option. 

 1. Plant / use new trees. 

 2. Use / recycle public transport. 

 3. Put / destroy filters on factory chimneys. 

 4. Recycle / create plastic bottles. 

 5. Dispose of / with waste properly. 

 6. Don’t use / Use solar or wind energy. 

 7. Turn on / off unused electrical appliances. 

 8. Create / recycle conservation programmes. 

 

 

3 Complete the missing letters in the sentences below. 

 1. My aunt works in the z_ _. She feeds a lot of amazing animals every day. 

 2. Jason has just i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ filters on the chimney. 

 3. Mark Brown d_ _ _ _ _ _ a lot of money to the animal shelter last year. 

 4. I want to do something to help our e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 

 5. I don’t want to buy a pet. I want to a_ _ _ _  a homeless cat. 

 6. The boy v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ at a charity every year. 
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4 Complete the sentences with the words from the box.  
 

 melting    preserve    poisons    face    damage    become    rising    affect 

  
 

 1. Some animal species will probably ____________ extinct in the future. 

 2. Because of global warming, temperatures are ____________ throughout the world. 

 3. Acid rains ____________ statues and buildings. 

      4. Most countries try to ____________ their historical buildings. 

 5. Ice in the Arctic is ____________. 

 6. Does the weather ____________ your mood? 

 7. We will ____________ more and more environmental problems in the future. 

 8.  Polluted water ____________ the natural habitats of different animals. 

 

Our natural world 

5 Unscramble the words connected with our natural world. 

 0. RAPK - park        5. EAS -              10. LAFLTREWA - 

 1. TAINNMUO -        6. NAOCE -  11. SERDET - 

 2. KAEL-         7. YELVAL -  12. TRESOF - 

 3. TSAOC -        8. NOYANC -  13. CAHBE - 

 4.  REVIR -        9. LANDIS -  14. YAB - 

 

6 Complete the sentences with some of the words from ex. 5. 

 0. There are a lot of trees in the park. 

 1. I love lying on the ________ at the seaside. 

 2. Is Baikal the cleanest ______ in the world? 

 3. The Sahara is a ______ located in Africa. 

 4. A _____ is an area  where a lot of water flows from the height. 

 5. A _____ is a very low area between mountains or hills. 

 6. The Pacific _______ is very deep and large. 

   

 

 


